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Launch event for "Evidence from Elsewhere"

22 March 2017, 9.45am - 12pm, Glasgow.
You are invited to the launch of the latest Knowledge
Translation Network (KTN) guide - "Evidence from
Elsewhere: Gathering, analysing and using other
people's evidence" at Big Lottery Fund, Pacific
House, 70 Wellington Street, Glasgow G2 6UA
If you work in the third sector and want to use other
people's evidence to inform, influence and improve policy
and/or practice, internally or externally, regardless of
your experience level, come along and get your copy of
this new publication.
This event is funded by the Scottish Government Third
Sector Unit so there is no cost to you. It will provide an
opportunity to:






Have a first look at the guide, which will be
published on the KTN's webpages
Share best practice and challenges about
gathering, analysing and using other people's
evidence to influence policy and practice
Help the KTN shape future training and support
on the use of Evidence for Success guidance
Network with others who are interested in this
area of work.

For further information about this event please see
the programme.
Book here before Friday 10th March.
Please note that places for this event are limited and
booked on a 'first come first served basis' and limited to
one person per organisation.
Any questions about the event please
email info@evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk or call 0131
243 2770.
The Knowledge Translation Network (KTN) was
established in 2012 to facilitate and share learning about
effective knowledge translation and dissemination
activities. Previous publications are: Evidence for
Success and Collaborating with academics.
For more information about the KTN, "Evidence for
Success" guides, please visit the KTN's webpage or email
Patty Lozano-Casal.
We look forward to seeing you at the launch!

Upcoming workshops
Our workshops up to March 2017 are already fully booked. To avoid disappointment and
ensure your place on May and June workshops book now.

Getting started: Outcomes and Indicators
25 May 2017, Glasgow
12 October 2017, Edinburgh

Make to measure: Evaluation Methods and Plans
8 June 2017, Glasgow
26 October 2017, Edinburgh

Telling my story: Analysing and Reporting on Outcomes
22 June 2017, Glasgow
9 November 2017, Edinburgh
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Help complete the picture of third sector volunteering in health
Can you spare five minutes to tell Voluntary Health
Scotland how you involve volunteers in NHS settings in
Scotland?
Help VHS to complete its data collection for the Clear
Pathway project by doing this short Survey Monkey
Clear Pathway aims to support safe, effective and person
centred volunteering in NHS settings, with the focus on
volunteers recruited and managed by third sector
organisations. The survey results will help inform a report
and guidance for health boards and third sector
organisations.
This invitation is to any charity, voluntary or community
organisation, social enterprise or housing association that
involves volunteers in hospitals and other NHS settings –
or doesn’t currently, but would be interested in doing so.
You may choose to complete the Survey Monkey even if

you think you have already been interviewed by VHS.
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